17004 TRUCK LINE PLIOGRIP URETHANE ADHESIVE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Read carefully instructions sheet included before proceeding. Remove plastic lid protector. Open cartridge by breaking off the tip with a flat screwdriver removing both plugs. Place cartridge into channels on dispensing gun. Work trigger until both plungers are snug against bottom plugs. Pre dispense 5cm (2”) of product making sure both sides are equalized and color of the product is uniform. Dispose of this material. Attach mixing nozzle to cartridge and apply product. When application is completed, do not remove mixing nozzle. Store for future use. Always check for any solids build up in the area of cartridge head/nozzle, if contaminants are visible, change nozzle. Use a new mixing nozzle when re-used. Always use applicator gun and mixing nozzle to mix material. Do not mix by hand. Store cartridges at temperature between 18°C and 35°C (65°F and 95°F).
DO NOT APPLY POLYESTER BASED FILLERS ON THIS PRODUCT.